The easiest choice you’ll make
Security Commander ticks all the boxes

Security Commander ™



Powerful Windows management software for the Challenger TM security system





Multi-operator

SQL Database

Multi-site and tenant partitioning

Client server architecture
allowing up to 10 operators
to manage the system
simultaneously.

Utilises a Microsoft SQL
database for easy access
to raw data for powerful
database replication,
information exchange and
custom reporting.

Manage geographically dispersed sites
over an IP network or multiple tenant
offices in the same building. Each site
can be independently partitioned in the
database so operators are restricted to
specific buildings or areas under their
responsibility.







Scalable

Integrated Video

Hi-O and Aperio Support

Supports up to 128 Challenger
panels: That’s 6,144 intelligent
doors and 32,768 alarm points.

The system integrates with a
wide range of GE/UTC DVRs.

Support for ASSA ABBLOY’s (Hi-O)
highly intelligent door opening devices
and Aperio wireless lock and card
reader systems.

While security concerns and priorities vary from company to
company, the one constant is protecting people, property and
assets. Interlogix provides effective solutions regardless of the
size and scope of your organisation.
interlogix.com.au

Interlogix Head Office (Australia)
Level 1
271-273 Wellington Road
Mulgrave, Victoria 3170


Time and Attendance
Know how much time
contractors or other
employees are on or off site
for easy management of
billable hours with integration
to payroll systems.



Freecall within Australia: 1300 361 479
Phone: +61 3 9239 1200
Fax: +61 3 9239 1298

3rd Party Integration
Provides an API
(Application Program
Interface) to 3rd party
software via XML.
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A new breed of
security system
Even a security system can benefit from its lineage and
that’s why Security Commander has an unfair advantage
over its competitors. Security Commander is the result
of a major R&D investment to integrate Interlogix’s
proven global security software platform with the locally
designed and market leading Challenger™ security system
hardware.

Simple control, powerful security.
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Manage your card users

Easy-to-use enrolment of new
access users into the system with
customisable fields for data entry.
The system supports a wide range
of card formats and can capture a
badge’s raw card data. The system
also provides integrated Photo
ID and card designer application.
Develop custom designs with
dynamic pre-populating data fields
and easy barcode printing.
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Respond to alarms
The alarm monitor ensures
all alarms are brought to
the attention of the relevant
operator, with priority,
status and associated
video footage.
Operators can easily
acknowledge alarms
and record the specific
response.
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View relevant video
Challenger alarms and other
events can be linked to video
footage allowing for fast
response time in the event of
an emergency and easier postevent investigation. Functionality
also includes features like video
popup on event and automatic
text insertion into video footage
to allow for additional search
capability.
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Security Commander is derived from one of world’s leading
security software platforms with a decade-long presence
in many high profile finance sector, retail and government
institutions. Its proven track record for robustness and
ease-of-use make it the perfect accompaniment to your

Command your security
with powerful features

Easy control from a map
Intuitive control of your system from
user-friendly maps. Operators can
control inputs, areas, and doors,
and retrieve video via graphical
icons displayed on a map of your
facility. Icons are fully-customisable
and capable of dynamic updates
to indicate multiple changes of
state. The map display is easily
configured via ‘drag and drop’.

Control your operators
Total control over permissions from an easy-to-use functional
tree. An administrator can select whether the operator has
complete access, update only, read only, or no access, for every
function in the system. Operator permissions can also be tied to
a facility’s maps and associated devices for multi-site or multitenant applications.

It’s so easy…
Easy for operators to use, learn and train
It’s all about the user experience. Control and manage
every aspect of your Challenger security system
including access doors, alarms, and video surveillance
with ease. Interactive map display of your building
makes operator control quick and simple.

Track user access throughout your building
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Easy on your IT department
System architecture based around standard Windows
technology including support for Windows 7 operator
workstations, Microsoft SQL database, and shared
network operator permisions and folders, make IT
maintenance simple and straightforward.

Determine if staff are on or off site with a dynamically updated form,
or simply track users in a rolling log sequence as access events
occur. A unique ‘Swipe and Show’ facility enables visual verification
of users as they pass through a gate, turnstile or monitored door
with associated video footage for validation by a guard.
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Easy to get information
Get the information you need out of your security
system. Powerful inbuilt reporting includes mustering,
and time and attendance, just to name a few. Easy to
obtain raw data from the system for use in a wide variety
of formats including Crystal Reports and Microsoft Excel.

Easy to deploy and configure
Reduces the time and effort to commission or make
changes to the system. Intuitive function trees for panel
programming and ‘drag and drop’ environments make
setup and system changes hassle-free and more cost
effective.

Affordable packages
A competitive pricing model with packages
suitable for your system size and budget
requirements. Standard Edition is available for
small sites while Professional Edition is available
for medium to large sites. Additional licence
modules can be easily purchased to suit your
capacity as your system grows.

Powerful event information at your fingertips
A complete live event log of all events through the system
provides valuable information to operators in real time. A
wide range of filters can be applied when searching for items
by event type or status.
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Intuitive control video devices
Control your video devices from a simple easy-to-use functional
tree that provides on/off line status of all cameras and DVRs.
Alternatively, choose a camera from your map display.

